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Behind every brave mouse, there is a tale.Kenzieâ€™s father tells him a bedtime story about a Wise

Weaver who takes on three terrifying predators with the sharpest weapon of all: his mind. Young

Saxon goes to see a puppet show about the great Baldwin the Brave, whose optimism and courage

changed his town forever. Sadie hears the love story of the worthy mouse Thane in his quest to win

the heart of the talented and beautiful Ilsa. Young Rand hears the rarely heard tale of the Black Axe

Trio, three sisters who carried on a legend, each in their own special way. Plus, stories of Seyan,

the land where Mouse warriors travel after death, and of Insects, the faeries of the Mouse world!

Every hero was once a child, listening to the stories of the heroes who came before them. It is the

same with the Mouse Guard. Eisner Award-winning creator David Petersen spins six mouse fables,

as told to a few familiar young furs, in this beautiful collection. Four Mouse Guard Free Comic Book

Day stories brought together for the first time, as well as two brand new tales, reminding us all to be

brave, stay true to ourselves, and follow out hearts.
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David Petersen's Mouse Guard series continues to deliver quality stories and fantastic art. In this

volume, we have particularly wonderful background stories for Kenzie, Saxon, and Sadie.If you're a

fan of adventure tales at all, please read the Mouse Guard series - you'll be glad you gave it a



chance and will be clamoring for the next available volume.

I'm a big fan of the Autum and Winter books. I thought this was a clever venue to share short and

back stories about characters we all know. I think, given the "fables" approach, this would even work

as a stand alone for those not familar with the series. For parents with kids of age, I could imagine

these shorts could work for bed time stories.The story of the crab, the snake, and the owl is

probably my favorite, reminding me of classic "clever little hero out smarts big baddies" fables.For

those who have read Peterson's prior works, I have to say I prefer the longer stories. That's not to

say these are lacking, just that when I get a book I like, I want more. The only reason I am giving 4

stars is because I am comparing to the other works.All in all, a good read, especially for parents with

children

Mouse Guard is the best kept secret in comics. You would think SOMEONE would have made an

animated film of this by now! If you like Fables, Sandman or any of the myriad of independent

comics that have a fantasy slant to them, this should be right up your alley.

I've 3 kids all under 8, they love these stories. I bough the first Mouse guards book on a whim, they

loved it and within the year we owned all 6 books, though there are now I think there are 7, maybe

Legends book 3 will be a present at a b-day soon.The series has 3 chronological books, sort of the

main series with recurring characters and a central story. Then there are 3 legends books, which

contain a dozen or so short storied written and illustrates by various authors, these have an

amazingly varied approach to story telling most of which are very good, though 1 or 2 boarder on

Sunday morning comics territory.This book which is a bit of both. It's all by David Peterson like the

main stories. But since it's a list of bedtime stories to the main characters, the tales can be less

connected and more fantastic. My daughter's favorite story of all 6 books is in here, and when they

are allowed to go grab any book off the shelf, this one is a very common choice.

Peterson continues to create some of the greatest stories, with the most adorably adorable mice. I

loose myself in the tales, as if I am the character that I'm reading about.BRAVO! BRAVO I

SAY!Mary Fortner SmithComics..... Resistance is Futile!

The artwork and stories are great, as always. But it's barely more than a pamphlet bound in a hard

cover. It was my mistake for not looking at how many pages were in the book before buying it. I'll



definitely think (or at least look) twice before buying a Mouse Guard book again. And I'm losing

hope that he'll ever come out with a Spring book.

It was a gift and she loved it. She is a huge David Petersen fan.

the beauty of the Mouse Guard series is that once you start reading these stories and absorbing the

textures and inflections of those who live there you set aside the notions that these are cute and

furry rodents on light-hearted adventures and zany antics. No, these mice are in no way docile or

timid when faced with danger or predators who want to consume them. With every book the world of

Mouse Guard expands and the culture and lore of the this diminutive deepens. The stories within

this book were collected from previous releases from Free Comic Book Day over the past few years.

Like the other collections in Legends of the Guard 1 and 2, (soon to be 3 as of this writing) these are

short forays into the history and motivations of Guardsmice and their kin, families and ancestry,

especially when dealing with the history of the Black Axe, it's creation and those accepting the

responsibility for taking on the title. if you've read and enjoyed the other books in the Mouse Guard

series this will not disappoint.
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